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This how-to book will help the aspiring do-it-yourself log cabin builder to accomplish the project
of a lifetime. Topics include where to find free or low cost materials, tools needed, detailed
instructions for cutting dovetail notches, stacking logs, chinking, and more, with the help of more
than 50 full color photos and diagrams. The author draws on his many years of experience as a
log home construction contractor and lifelong do-it-yourselfer who has a knack for finding the
most efficient and economical ways of building. This book includes in-depth instructions for
building a rustic cabin from reclaimed barn beams and boards.
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Elusive Dream - A Rustic Log Cabin_______________________________________There is
something universally appealing about log cabins. Maybe it’s the nostalgic memory of a simpler
way of life, or maybe it is just the warmth and rustic appeal of wood beams and logs; it seems
that just about everybody has some wistful longing to own and live in a log cabin some day.It is
often an elusive dream. For mostly economic reasons, a lot of would-be log cabin owners never
realize their dream. Log homes are expensive, and even a simple hunting cabin can set you
back tens of thousands of dollars.I have written this book because I have discovered a way to
make a log cabin affordable for the average do-it-yourselfer. The key is finding free – or almost
free – materials and re-purposing them with a bit of old-fashioned elbow grease. If you have an
inventory of a few common tools and a few basic woodworking skills – or are willing to learn
some specific skills which I will teach you here, you may be able to achieve your dream after
reading this book. My first log cabin was 14’x 22’ and was built almost entirelywith reclaimed
materials. It is now serving as a bunkhouse for a hunting camp. I have built several log cabins –
and about as many timber frames – using mostly old beams from unwanted barns that I have
torn down (that’s not the only way of getting materials). I have sold several of these cabins on
eBay and shipped them around the country, making a respectable profit on each one. Most of
the materials I got for free – or at a minimum of cost.Let’s jump right in. I have organized the
chapters in a step-by-step manner that makes this a how-to book. Follow these easy steps and
you may finally be able to satisfy your long-awaited log cabin dream.2. Where to Find Free or
Low Cost Materials_____________________________________ This is the key to free or low-
cost construction.If you can locate free stuff to build with, you are on your way to realizing your
log cabin dream. The rest of it is mostly physical work. Trading Work for Materials My most
successful method has been to offer free barn take-downs in exchange for the materials.
America’s old 40-acre farms have been almost entirely consolidated into larger conglomerates
who want the valuable farmland surrounding the old buildings. What’s left in the farmyards are
empty barns dotting the countryside from Maine to Oregon, and the owners don’t know what to
do with them. They are a safety liability for property owners who don’t have the cash to replace
expensive roofs as they blow off or decay and become eyesores.Pulling down a barn with a
tractor and a chain is thehard way to do it, but it can be done! With the rental of an all-terrain
forklift, I can take down a barn and clean up the site in a week or two, working by myself or with a
volunteer — a family member or friend — or a hired neighbor kid. And the property owner is
happy to have it gone. Once I got started with barn take-downs in my rural Michigan
neighborhood, barn owners started lining up to have me take their barns down next.That said,



taking down a barn is a significant undertaking and I do not recommend it if there is any easier
option available (I will list some later). It is dangerous work and best left to the professionals.If
you are quite able-bodied and ambitious - and safety conscious - and decide to go after a local
barn, there are a few important considerations to keep in mind: • First of all, look for
something that is close to your worksite. Transportation of 35-foot-long beams is no small
challenge whether you use a farm wagon or truck, and the closer you are to home, the
better. • Secondly, not every barn offers good material for log cabin construction. What you
are looking for are beams and posts that are about 8” x 8” thick and in solid condition. If you see
lots of pinholes in the wood, reject it; it’s been compromised by wood-boring insects. Of course,
you want to avoid decaying wood as well. • Thirdly, and probably most important, is it
possible to dismantle this barn safely? Again, consider long and hard the risks of barn
deconstruction. How will you do it? Is there heavy equipment available to you to make the job
safer and more efficient? Does the property owner carry liability insurance? If not, you
should. • Finally, what is your working budget for the project? While I have found many
barns that were offered free to me in trade for deconstruction, I have found that there is an
expense in getting it down and taking it home. There seems to be a proportionate trade-off in
cost versus manual labor. The less money I have, the more physical work is in store for me. It is
possible to take a barn down with a ladder, a chainsaw, and a borrowed tractor and heavy chain
(I have twice pulled down a small barn with my pickup truck), but it is a whole lot easier if I have
the money to rent an all-terrain forklift with a reach of about 40 feet. Heavy equipment makes a
barn take-down easier and safer. The forklift also helps process the materials, from picking up
and sorting the beams to loading them on a truck or wagon and then unloading at home.• One
more thing: Before starting in on a barn take-down, be sure that you have a written agreement
with the property owner that clearly spells out the terms you have agreed on. You are not likely to
remove the barn foundation, and there will be a pile of rubble left inside the foundation walls. If
you use heavy equipment, there will be tracks in the yard. Make sure the owner is aware of all
this. It’s a nice thing to stay on good terms with your neighbors. If you finish the clean-up by
sweeping the ground with a nail magnet, they will appreciate you even more — when they are
not having to patch holes in their lawnmower tires.
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C.J., “Remarkably simple and straightforward.. The book contains very clear instructions for
building a simple log cabin. The author provides all the steps needed for obtaining, shaping,
assembling, and finishing the log walls. (Other steps that use conventional construction, such as
the foundation and roof aren’t covered.)Makes me want to search for a couple acres and build
the little log cabin I’ve always wanted. With this book I could do it!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Not what I expected but good book. It’s a good book just not as
informative of other books that I have. Seem like to me a lot of common sense”

Rebelpunk, “Great book. I love how they explain everything in this book. A real good book for
even beginners! Definitely my favorite so far.”

Jim Keller, “Awesome!. Great book. Sure wish you were my neighbor......I’d have you help me
build a cabin. I’ve always dreamed of sitting in front of a roaring fire inside a rustic cabin!”

The book by Tom Michell has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 11 people have provided feedback.
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